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Date Time Student Name Thesis Statement

Monday, 
April 10

1:00 PM Seth Jarvis Christians have a distinct work ethic because they are called to do all their work heartily as to the Lord.

3:00 PM Bree Pollack Radical individualism is breaking down the family by resisting the man’s fatherly authority in the home and disdaining the woman’s 
role as wife and mother.

4:00 PM Alexis Merane Hart Christian Americans must understand that propriety and not unhindered self-expression or personal comfort is a priority in the 
Christian life because propriety honors God, honors others, and honors self.

5:00 PM Gabe Krentel Men were created to be wise leaders and to fulfill this role they must have God as their first love, families second, and work third.

Tuesday, 
April 11

1:00 PM Samuel Shubin A Christian’s highest authority must be Scripture alone because Scripture is God’s inspired Word, it is sufficient, and it is clear.

3:00 PM Cooper Christensen A spiritual leader must have humility for three reasons: he must be humble to pray, he must be humble to seek wisdom, and he must 
be humble to serve.

4:00 PM Emersen O’Donnell The gospel is the one, true myth for three reasons: the gospel portrays myth incarnate, previous myths prepare for the gospel, and the 
gospel myth magnifies God by means of beauty.

5:00 PM Konner Lassey Physical documents are valuable because they contain and preserve unchanging truths, as seen in Scripture, in English legal tradition, 
and in the Great Conversation.

Wednesday, 
April 12

1:00 PM Daniel Dierdorff The church should be hospitable towards immigrants and refugees for three reasons: because God commanded it, because God has 
exemplified it, and because history has shown it to be good.

3:00 PM Amelia Lambert When we rely on appearances to define reality, we open our minds to three dangers: distorting God’s design, internalizing 
subjectivism, and embracing self-delusion.

4:00 PM Malia Clancy Christians should understand the postmodern mindset in order to criticize its deconstruction of education, its denial of truth, and its 
distortion of self.

Thursday, 
April 13

1:00 PM Kaden Harken Before the foundation of the world, God unconditionally elected whom He would save as seen in the direct teaching of Scripture, the 
doctrinal implications of Scripture, and the historical teaching of Christianity.

3:00 PM Samuel Strickler Christians should humbly, responsibly, and generously steward their God-given wealth.

4:00 PM Daniel Wendt A society can be measured by its humor because a successful society is built on wisdom, because humor is based in wisdom, and 
because a society in decline lacks humor.
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